Foiling & Chameleons

By Cathy Andronicou

Materials Used:
Chameleon Color Tone Pens; Warm Sunset (YO3), Green Apple (GR1), Crimson Red (RD4)
Mellow Yellow (YO2), Spring Meadow (YG3), Evergreen (GR4), Bark (BR5), Burgundy (RD5) and
Dark Sage (GR2), Chameleon Color Top Cinnamon, Couture Creations Go Press and Foil
Machine and Go Cut & Emboss Machine, Couture Creations Anna Griffin Hot Foil Stamps;
Pineapple, Classic Rose and Thorny Branches, Couture Creations Die Cut n Bond, Couture
Creations heat activated foils. Penny Black dies Hooray 51-038, Flight of Fancy 51-138, Bookmark
51- 195 Beau Jardins Paper Pad 80-011 and Sprinkles and Smiles transparent stamp set 30-297,
Versafine Onyx Black Ink, Hantex Avalon 200 count natural cotton fabric, cord, thread,White,
Green and Rose card stock, glue and foam pads.

Pineapple Gift Bag how to:
1) Heat up the Go Press and Foil machine and place foil stamp on the heat plate, put foil on top of
stamp shiny side down and then place fabric on top, add a few shims and close the lid of the
Go Press and Foil Machine, leave for 30 seconds and run 2-3 times through the Go Cut and
Emboss Machine.
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2) Remove fabric from the machine and peel back the foil to reveal the design.

3) Place the mixing chamber on the bullet nib of the Warm Sunset pen to fuse for 10 seconds and
then colour the individual elements of the pineapple, re-infuse the pen when the color becomes
dark again and repeat process until all the pineapple is coloured.

4) Place the mixing chamber on the bullet nib of the Green Apple pen to fuse for 10 seconds and
then colour the individual leaves of the pineapple, re-infuse the pen when the color becomes
dark again and repeat process until all the leaves are coloured.
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5) Cut a second piece of fabric the same size and stitch together to form a drawstring pouch.

Smile Bird Card How To:
1) Place the Thorny Branches foil stamp onto the Go Press and Foil Machine, then put heat
activated foil on top with the shiny side down (tip:- Trim to make marginally larger than die to
avoid any excess transferring onto the design), place card and shims on top then close lid and
leave for 10 seconds, once heated run through the Go Cut and Emboss machine a couple of
times.

2) Remove card from plate and peel back the foil to reveal the design.

3) Place the mixing chamber on the brush nib of the Spring
Meadow pen and fuse for 2 seconds, color the individual leaves,
repeat this process varying the shade of the leaves by also
using the Evergreen pen. Colour the stem with the Bark pen
without fusing.
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4) Take the Flight of Fancy Die and place cutting side up onto the Go Press and Foil Machine, put
the red foil shiny side down on top of the die and then complete the sandwich with the card,
add shims and close the lid, leave for 10 seconds and then run through the Go Cut and
Emboss Machine. Remove card and peel of foil to reveal design.

5) Take the Cinnamon Color Top and place the chamber on to the brush nib of the
Crimson Red pen and color the bird in sections. Then add extra detail by adding
Mellow Yellow to the wins and tail. Cut around the design and adhere to card
using foam pads.

6) Add some Cut and Bond to some card and then die cut the flourish from the Bookmark die set,
Peel the backing off the Cut and Bond and use the waste foil from previous projects to add
shine to the die cut, add to the tale of the bird.

7) Add die cut Smile sentiment and then mat and layer onto card to finish.
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The Rose Card How To:1) Substitute the Rose Foil stamp for the thorny branches one and follow steps 1 & 2 of the
previous project.
2) Place the mixing chamber on the Burgundy pen and fuse for 5 seconds, before coloring the
individual rose petals, repeat until the whole rose is colored, then repeat the process for the
leaves using the Green Apple pen. Cut out the bottom section of the rose.
3) Place the design onto card blank with patterned paper applied and then stamp sentiment to
finish.

You can find more inspiration on the Chameleon Pens blog http:// blog.chameleonpens.com,
on the website http://www.chameleonpens.com and
on Cathy’s blog http://candronicoucardcraft.blogspot.co.uk

